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Watching from the sideline

Compared to Cape Town’s role as glitzy venue for World Cup matches, or for ivory towerish international law 

conferences, the rule of the law – however essential – is not always glamorous. Andrew Brown, celebrated 

novelist and member of the Cape Bar, relates his experience as police reservist during the World Cup.

playing Florida’s #1 course, the TPC Sawgrass in Ponte Vedra Beach 

with its legendary water-encircled 17th hole where South Africa’s Tim 

Clark won the ‘Players Championships’ earlier this year. Stanley has 

played it for 30 years. Through it he’s met and mingled with players 

from all walks of life in a sport where etiquette is as important as in 

court. As South Africans they were received with open arms, he says, 

and all because of Ernie Els. But so, unquestionably, did Stanley him-

self further our cause by expounding our ‘Man, I drinks rule’ when 

an American smacked the ball into the tree right in front of them. 

The evidence? ‘Sure love those South African rule makers!’  

Somewhere out there, far from the magnificence of the stadium, the 
euphoria of the fan walk and the slick glamour of the MyCiti rapid 
bus transport system, is a squalid little police station with windows 
that rattle in the wind and a blue light that hasn’t worked in years. 
The grit swirls under the door and patters down on the charge office 
counter like sleet. On the other side of the mountain, the party rages 
at full tempo. You can hear its beat in the wind sometimes, together 
with the wafted scent of Italian men and Brazilian women. But here 
we know the bitter truth – the only Italians on these grimy streets are 
those hopelessly lost and in urgent need of proper direction. And you 
don’t want to get too close to our brazilians. Our cocaine is more 
Omo than barbiturate, our street ladies more health risk than plea-
sure, among the foulest in the land, our eating houses more abattoir 
than restaurant, a choice of insect nightlife but little else. Only the 
mad and the lost venture into this forsaken cul-de-sac.

So it was, one blustery morning, that a vehicle stopped with a 
screech and an elderly Oriental gentleman leapt out into our path, 
waving energetically. Sensing an opportunity for policing that did not 
involve bodily fluids or injury, we scrambled from the warm safety 
of our van. Chest out, stomach in. Commissioner Cele should see 
us now. ‘What seems to be the problem, sir?’ Some great distress. 
‘Where Table Mountain? Where Table Mountain?’ the man from 
Douglas Green beseeched us. Where to start, we pondered, glancing 
up at the eastern slopes of the Devil’s Peak, the blockhouse stick-
ing out like a wart on its edge. Still he insisted, staring wildly at his 
upside-down map. We scratched our heads at this ambitious task 
and sent him unguided onto the hospital’s bend, where he may 
linger still.

And more were to arrive. Foot-beating the cellphone shops and 
hair-extension salons of the main road, we spot two men, dragging 
wheelie-luggage bags behind them, determinedly headed towards 
the national highway number two. Already the vultures are awake 
to the opportunity, the reprobates and proletarian have-niks pricking 
their ears and growling. A veritable Petri dish of bacteria, named 
Veronica, sashays scantily clad towards them. ‘Excuse me, but where 
are you off to so early this morning ?’ Their cameras flap in the 
diesel breeze of passing taxis. ‘Ve go to airport. Dis way, yes?’ Ve are 
Hans and another from Slovakia or thereabouts and ve are headed 
to the Cape Town International aerodrome on foot. Starting in the 
Mowbray. The pimps and dealers gather in the shade of the trees 
across the road, to watch and wait for us to leave. In my imagina-
tion, they giggle like hyenas. Not so fast Hans. This way please. The 

two easterners are guided into a waiting Congolese sedan taxi. The 
driver nods his thanks for the fare. Didn’t I arrest you last month for 
possession of tik? That was being my brother, sergeant. Right you 
are.

This is the first day. There are thirty more to come, each one 
weird and wonderful. For an entire month of World Cup glory. And 
in truth, this was the real story of policing the tournament. Not the 
glamour of the helicopters overhead, the sleek cars bullying the 
traffic aside for the team busses, the close-quarter guards keeping 
Rooney and Ronaldo from throwing food at each other over break-
fast. But rather the dreary work of trimming the ragged and fraying 
edges of the city, unrelentingly. Every single policeman and woman 
on the street, stomach in, chest out, all on extra time. They picked 
the drunks out of the gutter, cleared the blood and oil off the streets, 
shooed Veronica back into her hallway, so that each morning the 
Blatter fantasy could start fresh and clean. They watched the spec-
tacle from the sidelines, occasionally catching a goal peeked through 
the open door of a pumping Nigerian shebeen. To each one of them, 
we owe our gratitude. 

I did get asked for an autograph. An American fan was tickled by 
a white policeman in Africa. That counts for something, I suppose. 
‘So, did you get really close to any of the teams ?’ I met the Paraguay 
reserve goalkeeper – he came to the police station. ‘To visit?’ Nah, 
his driver was completely lost.
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